"Here's another heard earned $14 for another year with the greatest DX club on the Earth & moon."
(Michael Scheel, Iowa)

NEW MEMBERS THIS ISSUE...

*Tom Kirk, 2101 W. Neil Pl., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53209 (rejoins)
*Paul Kott, 5520 S. Kildare, Chicago, Ill. 60629
*William Estes, 5938 Whitehall Dr., Jackson, Miss. 39206
*Tony Bratton, PO Box 144, Victorville, Ca. 92392

Welcome to the NRC, people; why not write in to our eager editors and let us know how the band's been treating you?

THE 1973 BOSTON CONVENTION...

Will be over by the time you read this; from the number of advance reservations it looks like we'll have a pretty good-sized crowd this time. Next issue'll have the Convention report for those who couldn't make it. Any members who attended and got some good pictures should contact Boston HQ as soon as possible; if we get some good shots we'll try to run them next issue.

THE GREAT NRC TAKEOVER...

The coming switch of publishing and management facilities to the New Jersey Publishing Committee is moving along smoothly. Present plans call for the NJPC to come up to Boston on the weekend of the 23rd to pick up the necessary equipment and materials. This necessitates the following minor change in scheduling for the remainder of Volume 40.

SCHEDULING FOR THE END OF VOLUME 31

Due to matters of timing and logistics (not to mention the shortage of material on hand) Russ and the BPC have decided to terminate this Volume with the next issue, Number 31. The NJPC will take over with issue Number 1 of Volume 41; details will be found inside this issue. This switchover will be difficult for both the old and new Publishing groups so please bear with us. The next issue of DX NEWS (the last published in Boston) will have a deadline of September 15th for copy arriving in Boston; Editors will be contacted by the NJPC regarding the schedule and deadlines for the upcoming first NJ issue. We plan to keep Box 99 open but the major club address will be changed to New Jersey; both new HQ address and phone numbers will be given in the next issue.

MCINTIRE REVISITED...

Recent press reports indicate that McIntire's "Radio Free America" offshore bootleg operation is still alive; keep your ears open for him! *GPN & BGK
8. DX NEWS WILL BE PRINTED ON METAL PLATES & USING NEGATIVES!! This represents a major quality advance in DX NEWS, and will allow us to have greater leeway in contrast not only between pages, but also within pages. Our printer is dealing with lots of volume business, and strictly contract business, and we very anxious (!!!) to land the NRC contract, thus the good deal.

WISH US LUCK, AND PLEASE BEAR WITH US — NJCN7PC de RJE.
I'm still waiting for a response from the contractor regarding the portable...
HARRY J. NAYE - 9 Neary Street - Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania - 18702

I have had a fairly productive summer so far considering the
great amount of activity on FM. Also this summer seems to have been an aver-
ge average NW DX. There are a number of DX loggers in my area that seem to have
done very well up on the high bands this summer. I have also been taking a look at
some of the new DX loggers in my area and I have been impressed with the
quality of the DX logs that are being kept.

This summer seems to have been a good one for DX loggers in my area. I have been
seeing more DX loggers in my area and I have been impressed with the
quality of the DX logs that are being kept.

Well, I have seen a lot of DX loggers in my area and I have been impressed with the
quality of the DX logs that are being kept.

Nice to see Gene

WDEB-1500 5000 kHz 8:10 pm

I've been hearing some good DX loggers in my area and I have been impressed with the
quality of the DX logs that are being kept.

That's all for now. I hope to see you soon.

Jack Armstrong
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I've been hearing some good DX loggers in my area and I have been impressed with the
quality of the DX logs that are being kept.
Thomas R. Sunnaker - Box 205 - Willingboro, New Jersey - 08046

Normal summer activities have come to a half with what my left knee and leg in a cast (torn ligaments only, I hope), so I’ve been doing a bit more listening than usual for the summer. Most of it has been sent to DKB, but two of the last two or three weeks have been KEWO-1590 and KFCF-1560 in FN. KEWO is particularly surprising me in that WCL virtually disappeared when KEUP put its carrier on the air. Of local note, WZOB-1110 X has so far ignored my letter of 8/26 and was noted on 8/13 still signing off a half hour beyond its sked time, at 8:30. By 6:30 WZOB cuts through WCL just well enough to observe DXers pick up an otherwise rare daytimer (first time heard here since its inception), but DXers who heard it made it up a ways, or perhaps it was level of priority. Level 1: WZOB-1260, DXW-1280. Levep 2: WZOB-575 Vt., WZOB-680 W, WZOB-420 W, WZOB-900 W, WZOB-1280 N. Level 3: WZOB-1400., WZOB-640 In., WZOB-1560 In., WZOB-1565 In., WZOB-2150 W. Code IDs in all time slots. DXers also take note that from 11/29-12/6... WZOB-1000 W, but Russ tells me these two just won’t do much for DXers; several reasons another. Incidentally, can anyone come up with an address for Hamming parts? Two DX addresses have failed to respond so far (after three-four weeks). I need at least a volume control for the K-130 and I’d like to replace the sensitivity control on the KX-1400.

Keith Huminair - Route 2 - Box 20 - Elkhorn, Wisconsin - 53121

Hello all, Long time no Mule. That’s because I only recently started DXing again. Last DX before 7/29 was the 1000 batch of WBEZ and WBEZ on 2/15. I never did report these. Now I’ll have to convince Joe Jones of WSB that I really did hear them. DX this last week has been great. 7/29 I noted CKXO-620 KXK, w/signal @ 3100. This is one to try for in stair. WWO-1040 N/EP on 3180 WOO-770 N.X. heard w/KX in 4200 W XK & WY. Check on 620 for WSB FLA 1610, 820 R., regular here. That WD, some pre-dating from WWO-480 Ws, 3d, 3400 W, & 1500 W, which I consider a real possibility. WYK-10 0 In, 8/31, one of our regulars. New names from here; then logs on semiconfigured WIKO-1230 & WISX-1210. Using the r/c list, the following were heard on 8:25 WCKX-1430 Ky. WCAK/1400 Ky. 4:15 W, WCL-1290 Indiana at 11:10 again at every two minutes; WSCN-1010 W, WCI-950 W, while at 10:30 close. 19:00, 4200, heavy CML, 680, still 680 but now, I X in 451 W, WIXX, & WO, WZX 1530 W, 4830 W, 1450 W, 4150 W, & 3150 WX. 3:00 WSGK-900 Alm. 8/31 W/3130 W, 6/2 W/1450 W, 6/3 W/3130 W, 6/2 X in 3130 W, 6/3 X in 3130 W. At least 40, 630 W, 73.

James E. Critchett - 1103 North Street - Yreka, California - 96097

(PO Boxed Elbow Lake, Minn. 56560) This is to inform you that while attending no scheduled meetings. Please cancel all reservations for me. Thank you. (We’re very sorry to learn of your misfortune, Jim, and hope you’re holding up by the time this is in print you’ll be back 100% again - EBC)

Dick Bissett - 1179 West Valairie Drive B - Crown Point, Indiana - 46343

I’m still kicking, but DX is at present. In fact I’m in the clear, still following DXing in DX, but it’s the old story of work, school, etc., eating into DXing to the rear. Nonetheless I hope to become active again soon. 73 & DX.

Richard Wolf - 710 South 12th St. - Seattle, Washington - 98178

Howdy Gang! This Mule covers all my activity for July. 7/7 CKB-1010 Calgary s/off & X in 3105, XXK-1020 w/ke, talk @ 5/34. (who else gives DX on this station?) KSTD-1380, WOI-1480, too! DX is lighter, though not as much as usual for Summer, WW-1040 bul让its way through the station #1 from that station. 7/6 CCB-1050 Sask. s/off after N X in 3100. KXWX radio W/KKH-1250 but I couldn’t make out for a report. KXWX-1250 came in so loud I thought KKV was still on. 7/6 KOL-720 had an X @ 2505 for repairs on RR. After that, fairly soft on a corner here for a half hour. Is it fade? Yes, why testing? 7/6 - CKXG-250 Prince George, B.C. in weakly. This is usually occupied by someone to the S. (KMAH, KXWN) A little while later, with KXRN here was a report sent. Varies sent. KXNC KXRN KXCM KXRI KXKQ KXQR. This is a report. I sent a mail report 123/20 Chicago etc. They have in been a buzzle over their license renewal for the past few years, see KXJN. That does it here so 73 all.

James E. Critchett - 1103 North Street - Yreka, California - 96097

After hearing live & DX last 5-5 to 8/1, I have arrived at some conclusions. First, I traded a great many WOXLs, dominating for many frequencies, for a high line power 1100 line. I still hear many WOXLs, but none dominate their frequencies, here. The regional power trouble shipper sympathizes, but can’t help. He said he would try to tune the noise but the line comes from the Poe up from the El Paso powerhouse. Second, mountains to the V cut off most TXs. Only KJKN-870 & KXJN-1040 have been heard so far, from Hawaii; no others W. Of course summer DX is here, but not. There seems to be frequent openings to the SW, with several from Colorado & WNL-740 heard. WNL, Great Prairie, Ida., is my station #1, and to the NE, WIB-700 N. X in 1530 was heard. WIB-2000 is the only station heard. My report for PP station on 600 @ 5:05 this morning, 8/1, which I assume to be PCKL. And it’s still not hot Summer yet. I am starting to believe the first DX for the KBO-1939, Ashland, Ore. close its call from 8000 at 3:25. (Local DX was heard at one time, I think, it was from one time, but he keeps busy the reporting reception reports. I have heard DX by 2:00 & before. My 24-hour log is mostly filled with V. There are few daytimers here; I have not DXed much from early evening to midnight. I will attend the IRA & Convention. I hope to see the very few DXing reporters there. Best wishes with DX & more.)

Gray Schinbou - 2338 Woodland Drive - Vancouver, B.C.

My subsative leave at USC has started, & I hope to be able to DX quite a bit more this year than in the past three or four. He had two weeks holiday in the Sunshine portion of B.C. Many Ills have had local DX from KEWO-700 in Oliver being very loud for quite a distance. In ten days of listening in Vancouver, my log is now 135 stations heard. 7/28 First evening of DX brought pirate CBQD in Vancouver announcing 1900kHz, but just a little above & hooting KIO & CKY, announced regular evening programming. 7/23 - CUBK & LIPX on PP 3000 and my other 3000 and my other.

James E. Critchett - 1103 North Street - Yreka, California - 96097

(Postmarked Elbow Lake, Minn. 56560) This is to inform you that while attending no scheduled meetings. Please cancel all reservations for me. Thank you. (We’re very sorry to learn of your misfortune, Jim, and hope you’re holding up by the time this is in print you’ll be back 100% again - EBC)

Dick Bissett - 1179 West Valairie Drive B - Crown Point, Indiana - 46343

I’m still kicking, but DX is at present. In fact I’m in the clear, still following DXing in DX, but it’s the old story of work, school, etc., eating into DXing to the rear. Nonetheless I hope to become active again soon. 73 & DX.
Well, folks, this is my last edition of DDXD as I will soon be joining Page Taylor, Steve Bosh, etc. in the North Jersey PubComm. This issue is a hodgepodge, as these data finally came thru. It seems that KZEE's contract was not renewed as of 3/31 (hurrah! and no small wonder, there weren't any problems with them but what they just stopped printing stuff entirely in December).

It took a complaint phone call to WNB to determine this. Then called the FCC to find out howcome the subscribers hadn't been notified and their addresses and subscriptions turned over to the new contractor. I didn't get an answer, but I got a very cooperative sort there who gave me name, address, phone and contact with the new distributor, and promised action if I had any complaints. Called the new vendor, placed order, and lo and behold, after three weeks later, over a month's worth of US & Canadian changes were in hand. So, without further narrative ado, we'll progress into the changes, etc.

- Jacksonville, etc.

### KKJR-CA
CP is on.

### WWRT-NC
ex-WKFX

### KTVU-TX
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CHANGES: KVL-154A-42; NM 0230-0245 (cal. time) (Coxals=IRCA-DXM)
KENT-1340-42; delete check
KXK-1260-WH; 4th M 0100-0115 (IRCA-DXM)

JULY: 4th TH: WHG-1730 (JMP)

1470  CGFX-PG  8/21  ID noted thru WSNH 0100 promoting AY c/w ny show, new. (TRJ)
1500  WAKE-IN  Very tentatively the one ending ET here 0350h 8/13 w/ mention of a "..... County Broadcasters", BBS res this only 1500 w/ such. Anyone else hear 'em? (JMP)
          WKIX-BC  Vy well stop channel w/ ET-rr-CC 0421 8/10 (JMP)
          KSTF-PM  ET-rr noted 01 7/30 ID 07/30 (JMP)
          WIXK-MA  ET-ing w/rr & IDs every minute 7/30 0320 (JMP)
1530  WJDO-MJ  Hrd concluding ET 8/6 0047 w/T ty wey w/WKY (TRJ)
1550  WURB-NY  8/19 s/o on 0614 w/SSB, fairly good thru CBE (TRJ)
          WJIO-WA  8/19 s/o on 0616 w/o SSB completely wiping out WGBR/CBE (TRJ)
          WMIR-WI  Hrd noted w/another ET 01 8/20 ID, CC. Very noisy analysis. (JMP)
          WUCI-WI  Et-rr noted 07/06 0330, vy strong w/o KKH (JMP)
          WCVI-IL  Running late w/Rede BB 0110 8/1 w/stop freq. (JMP)
          WJMY-RX  Hrd w/ ET-rr ID 0314 8/4 "conducting equipment tests" supposed to be a TT check, (KHB) *** But was this the check??-RJE
1650  Wكد-XY  ET-rr very w/e wey will stop 0100 8/22 many IDs (JMP)
          WKNX-IA  8/6 noted w/ET-TI to 0201 w/off, exc. sig way w/Cuban (TRJ)
          WRCI-IA  8/13 w/ET-rr-TX t/in 0145 to 0150 off by female announcer. Good to exc. sig. (TRJ)
1580  KUTF-AZ  8/5 monster ET-rr-CC 0330+, good IDs 0345 & 0355, wiping out WCLS, Only decent logging of otherwise wasted 4KT. (TRJ)
          WSUP-NY  8/21 ET-nx (electronic-type) t/in 0120, ID w/anct of 4Kw AR, stop as would be expected (TRJ)
          WJVA-IA 服务商 at 0645 9/7 on the Bob Barley show (KHB)
          WSKP-FL  ET-ing w/rr 0645 9/7 on the Bob Barley show (KHB)
1590  WERK-NJ  Coming thru fairly well w/WEKX 0730 8/4 w/ nx. Perhaps fades affected ground condition ?? (JMP) *** Probably -RJE
MORE CHANGES

+ 1350  CJLM-PQ  CP is on.
+ 1380  CKXL-ON  PF: 1000/5000 14 1/2 1/2 1/2
+ 1470  CHM-ON  PF: 1000/2500 14 1/2 1/2 1/2
+ 1530  KCHW-WY  Is SILENT as per 4-sal ad in Broadcasting (Foxworth, Schmidt)

Well, that about brings to an end this "even song" DDXX for me. It's been a real pleasure editing it in these nearly 4 years, and I hope you'll all give the kind of support for DDXX you've given me. His address again is: Kerrwood, 960 W. Liberty, Girard, Ohio.

Contributors to this issue, whose initials appear above (JMP) - Jim Peters, Yardley, PA(TRS) - Tom Sundstrom, Willingboro, N.J.; (VJ) - Jerry Osborne, Ottawa, Ont.; (KH) - Keith Birlingmair, Elkborn, Wi. Also thanks to Larry Magne, Philips, Pa. & Andy Rugg, Pointe Claire, PQ for station data.

INASMUCH AS THIS ISSUE WILL REACH YOU AFTER THE ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE FORMALLY MADE, THE DOMESTIC DIVER OF THE YEAR THIS PAST SEASON IS JIM POTTERA. CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU JIM, AND WE HOPE TO CONTINUE TO HEAR FROM YOU REGULARLY.

Thesc, to 73c - RJE